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1. INTRODUCTION 
As is well known, the integrals of the calculus of variations, which are 
usually defined as Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals, can be also defined, with 
remarkable advantages, as Weierstrass-type integrals, i.e., by means of a 
process of limit on a suitable set function, the Burkill-Cesari integral (see 
e.g. [ 1 lc] for an expository paper). Unfortunately in this last formulation 
the problem of lower semicontinuity appears rather hard to solve. The 
first result in this direction is due to Warner [14b] who gave an abstract 
semicontinuity theorem for the Weierstrass parametric integral J F( p, 4) 
acting directly on the set function, i.e., without making use of any integral 
representation. However, the convergence assumptions he adopted on the 
seven= (P,),~~ and (+%LaO allow him to consider applications only to 
the case of the uniform convergence of continuous BV varieties. 
In [3e] we proposed a modified version of Warner’s result in order to 
widen the field of applications. Here we pursue this study, both for 
parametric and for non-parametric ases, taking into account recent results 
[3g, h] on the existence of Weierstrass integrals which allows to define this 
algorithm also over BV varieties (not necessarily continuous, not 
necessarily Sobolev’s). Indeed in [ 3g, h] we obtained remarkable advantages 
by connecting the requirement on the set function p with that on cp. in 
other words by adopting a suitable global condition on the couple (p, cp). 
* This research has been carried out within the GNAFA-CNR. We thank Professor Cesari 
for his steady encouragement and for the kind interest he showed to our research. 
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With the same aim here we introduce a global convergence assumption 
on the sequence ((P,,, CP,)),.~ that we call d-convergence. The new condi- 
tion is less restrictive than the previous ones and furthermore it gets the 
expected result since it finds application even to L,-converging sequences of 
equi-BV varieties. 
After the preliminaires (Section 2), in Sections 34 we prove two abstract 
lower semicontinuity theorems, in terms of d-converging sequences of set 
functions, for both the parametric and the non-parametric Weierstrass 
integrals. Then (Section 5) we obtain, as consequences of these general 
results, some lower semicontinuity theorems for the weighted Weierstrass 
integral over BV curves or surfaces which extend the well-known 
result already given for the weighted variation, length, and area 
([lb, 2, 3a, e, lo]). Finally, we devote an application to the Weierstrass 
integral depending on second order differential elements. We recall that the 
integrals of the calculus of variations depending on differential elements of 
superior order were introduced and studied, as Lebesgeue algorithms, by 
Cinquini and his school (see e.g. [9a, b]). Subsequently in [3d] we 
extended their definition over regular curves, in the case of first and second 
order differential elements, in terms of Weierstrass-type functionals. We 
complete this topic here by proving a lower semicontinuity result with 
respect o a sequence of regular curves. 
We wish to mention that lower semicontinuity results for the Burkill- 
Cesari integral and for the Weierstrass integral over continuous surfaces 
were obtained by D. Candeloro [S] and D. Candeloro-P. Pucci [6] 
respectively, in different contexts from the present one. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be a topological space and let (I} be a family of subsets of A that 
we shall call intervals. A finite system D = [Ii, .,., IN] is a finite collection 
of non-overlapping intervals, i.e., Zp # /zr and Z’ n rj = 0, i # j, 
i, j= 1, . ..) N; where I” and Z denote the interior and the closure of Z, 
respectively. Let (T, 9 ) be a directed set and let (D,),, T be a given net of 
finite systems. 
Let II/ : {Z} + R be an interval function; the Burkill-Cesari lower integral 
(BC-lower integral) [7a] of $ over Mc A is defined by 
BC 1 $=I@&$(4 
*‘+f I. 
and analogously for the BC-upper integral. 
If BC ,sM $ = BC *f,,,, I,+ E R then the function I+ is said to be BC- 
integrable and the common value of the upper and lower BC-integrals is 
denoted by BC JM $. 
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For conditions assuring the existence of the BC-integral we refer to 
C7a, 41. 
A function 4: (I} + R” is said to be of bounded variation (BV) if I’(#) = 
BC *sA 11411 < +a. 
3. THE W-INTEGRALS OF THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 
Let (K, d) be a compact metric space. We consider the functions 
F: Kx lR’+R~, f: Kx P+rWz, p: (I} -+ K, 4: {Z}+R”, and 1: {Z}+R+. 
Let @: {I} -+ rW,l and Y: {I} + IRz be the interval functions defined by 
@(I) = F(P(Z), 4(Z)) 
respectively. 
The BC-integrals of @ and Y (if they exist) will be called the Weierstruss 
parametric integral and the Weierstrass non-parametric integral of the 
calculus of oariutions (W-integral) (see [7a, 13a]), respectively. For very 
recent results on their existence see [3g, h]. 
In the following we will make use of the following conditions on the 
integrands F and f, which are standard’. 
On the integrand F: 
(F) F is bounded on K x S, ; 
(S/N) for every (k,, x,,) E K x Si, given E > 0 there exist p0 = 
P&,, x,; E) > 0 and a, = a,,(& x,; E) E R” such that, for every ke K with 
d(k, k,) < pO, we have 
W, x) 2 (a,, x> for XEIP 
W, xl d (a,, x> + 6 II-4 for XER” with &-x0 <po. 
I I 
Condition (S/N) is the semi-normality assumption already adopted in 
[ 12, 14b, and 3e]; we shall also use the following weaker version of (S/N): 
WV* for every (k,, x0) E K x S,, given E > 0 there exist 
p. = po(ko, x0; E) > 0 and a, = ao(ko, x0; E) E KY such that, for every k E K 
with d(k, k,) < po, we have 
F(k x) 2 (a,, x> -E Ilxll for XER” 
F(k x1 G <a,,, x> + E Ilxll for XERP 
‘We denote by S, = {xEIW”: 11x(/ = 1) and Z1 = {(s x)EIWO~ x Iw”: ll(h x)ll = 1). 
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On the integrand f: 
(f,) the function f(k, x)/( 1 + llxll) is continuous in k, uniformly with 
respect o x; 
Vi) IfW, x)l 6 H(1 + Ml), H> 0, 6% x) E Kx W 
(s/n) for every (k,, x0) E K x R”, given E > 0 there exist o0 = 
a,(k,,x,;&)>O,bo=bo(k,,x,;&)EIW”,andc,=c,(k,,x,;&)~IWsuchthat, 
for every k E K with d(k, k,) -c (T,,, we have 
f(k xl 2 (bo, x> + co, XEW 
f(k xl d (bo, x> + co + 6, XEW with IIx-xoll <a,. 
Condition (s/n) is the modern version of the semi-normality assumption of 
Tonelli. We refer to [ 111 and [7c] for further comments and we recall here 
only the following result (see [ 11, Theor. 33). 
(Pi ) Under assumption (s/n), f(k, . ) is convex for every k E K. 
It is a classical tool (see [13a]) to associate to f a suitable parametric 
integrand, namely G : K x R + x R” + Rz, defined by 
G(k, t, x)= tf k,; . 
( > 
The following result is well known [la]. 
(P2) Suppose that f(k, .) is convex for every k E K, then f satisfies 
(fi) and (f2) if and only if the function G admits a continuous extension to 
Kx R; x R”. 
Moreover we can prove the result below on semi-normality condition, 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Zff satisfies (fi), (f,), and (s/n), then the function G 
satisfies (S/N)*. 
Proof: We first observe that, by force of Pi and P,, G is well defined 
and continuous on K x Iwl x R”. Now we shall proceed by steps. 
(1) The coefficients b. and co given by (s/n) are equibounded. Let 
M> 0 be such that sup f/K x S, <M and sup GJK x B, <M, where B, = 
{(t, X)E lR,+ x R”: Il(t, x)1/ < l}. Without loss of generality we suppose 
[/(co, bo)ll PO. If co=O, then from (s/n) we have that 
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otherwise, again from (s/n), we have that 
(co, bo), (cop bo) 
II (co, bo) II 
= co l,(coTo60)l, + bo7 
bo 
II(co, boIlI 
< 
II @o:obo~ll 
bolll(co, bo)ll 
f cko’ co/lI(co, bo)ll 
Co 
bo 
Iltco, bo)ll’ Iltco, boIlI 
(2) Gioen (k,, tO,xO)~KxC1, with to #O and E > 0, there exist 
01= a,(k,, to, x0; E)> 0, b, = b,(ko, to, x0; E) E R”, cl = cl(ko, to, x0; E) E R 
such that for every k E K with d(k, k,) < ol, 
(2.1) ‘W, t, x)2 (( c,, b,), (t,x)) if xE[W”, t~[Wo+; 
(2.2) W, t, x) < (( CI, b,), (f, xl)+& if ll~-xolI <cl, It--to1 <aI. 
Let co, b,, and c1 denote the elements given by (s/n) in correspondence 
with (k,, xo/to, &/2), and let O<oI <min(a,, to, 1) be such that 
61 
( > 
1 : llxoll <o 
to-a, t0 
0’ 
Then from (s/n) we have that, if d(k, k,) c ol, x E R”, t > 0, 
and consequently 
W, 0, xl = ,ty+ G(k, t, x) 3 ((cl, b,), (0, x) >, 
which gives (2.1). Moreover, if IIx-xoll <a,, II--~~ <a,, then O<t<2 
and 
X x0 /I II --- < lb--xoII + to t ,lx llxoll Cl t 0 Il It- tol < t*o to”,, + (to--(71)t0<00; 
thus, again from (s/n), we have 
~(b,,x)+rc,+t~9((c,,b,),(r,x))+~, 
which gives (2.2). 
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(3) Now let (k,, 0, X~)E Kx Z, and E >O be fixed. We consider 
a sequence ((t,,, x,)),, rm in K x 2, such that t, # 0, n E N, and 
(t,, x,1 -+ (0, x0). Then let ((cl, b~)),.N be the sequence of the coefficients 
given by (2) in correspondence to (k,, t,, x,, 43). Since they are equi- 
bounded (see (l)), we can extract a subsequence, which we still denote by 
((cl, WJnEN, such that 
(3.1) (cl, b’l) + (c,, b,) with c,=c,(k,,O,x,,~)~lF! and b,= 
b&o, 0, x0, E) E 58”. 
Obviously II(c,, b,)ll -CM. Moreover, note that from (2.1) and (2.2) we 
deduce 
G(k,, t, x) 2 ((c;, &I, (t, xl>, XEkY, te[Wo+, 
G(ko, t,, x,) d ((cl, 0 (t,, -4) +;> 
and consequently we have 
(3.2) G&o, 4 x) 2 ((cm 9 b,), (t,x))for XElR”, te[Wo+; 
(3.3) G&o, 0, xo)d ((cm, b,), (0, xo)) -t&/3. 
(4) Given (k,, 0, x0) E Kx 2, and E>O, there exists O< CJ, = 
a,(ko, 0, x,,, E) such that for every kE K with d(k, k,) < coo we have 
(4.1) W,t,x)a((c,,b,), (&xl)--Ell(t,x)Il, XER”, tE%, 
(4.2) W, 4x)< ((cm, b,), (6 xl)+& if lb--0II <gco, o<t<a,, 
where (c,, 6,) is given in (3). 
Let 7 = Z(E) be given by (fr); thus if d(k, k,) -C 7, x E R”, t > 0 then 
IWo, t, x) - GO& t, XII 
= Itl If(ko, x/t) -f(k x/t)1 
1 I llxll 
PI 
Moreover let 0 ~0, = a,(kO, 0, x0, &)-CT be such that, if d(k, k,)< CT,, 
lb--o/l <~co, O< t-co, then 
I%,, 0, xo) - G(k, t, x)1 <; and l<(c’w, b,), (t, x-xo)>l(3. 
Thus for every k E K with d(k, k,) < CT a,, x E R”, t > 0, from (3.2) we deduce 
that 
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Wk 0, x’=,ty+ W, t, x)> ((cm, b,), (0, x))-E Ilxll, 
which gives (4.1). 
Moreover if d(k, ko)<o,, lIx-xOll <tr,, and 0~ t<o,, from (3.3) we 
deduce that 
< ((cm, b,), (6 xl> +c, 
which gives (4.2). 
(5) From (2) and (4) we deduce that: Given (k,, y,,) EKX 2, and 
E > 0 there exist p0 = po(k,, y,, E) > 0 and a, = a,(k,, y,, E) E W+’ such 
that, for every k E K with d(k, k,) < pO, we have 
(5.1) W,Y)~<~~,Y)-~IIYII foryE~o+x~“; 
(5.2) W Y)< (soy Y> +E for IIY- yell <po. 
Finally we observe that G is positively homogeneous of degree one with 
respect o y and thus from (5.2) we can deduce that 
(5.2)’ W,Y)= IIYII G(k,~/ll~ll)~(ao,~)+& IIYII 
if IIYII II II 
Y-Y0 <POT 
which concludes the proof. 
4. A SEMICONTINUITY RESULT 
In [14b] Warner proposed a first result on the lower semicontinuity of 
the parametric W-integral which contains, as appliations, the classical 
theorems by Tonelli and Turner. Successively in [3e] we presented a 
modified version of such a result in order to widen the field of application. 
Again with the same aim we give here a new semicontinuity theorem for 
both the parametric and the non-parametric W-integrals, which employes 
a global convergence on the functions (p, 4) or (p, Iz, 4). 
Note that we recently adopted [3g, h] the same idea of connecting the 
assumptions on the involved interval functions, in proving the existence of 
the W-integrals; this device allowed us to furnish very powerful results. 
DEFINITION 4.1. We say that the sequence ((p,, d,)),, N A-converges to 
(po7 doI if 
409/144/l-13 
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(A) Given a subsequence (pk,, #,JnE N and fixed E > 0 and t, E T, 
there exist t, = t,,( (I?,,),, rm, E, t,) % tI and a subsequence (nrk,)ne N such that, 
for every n E N, there exists t, = t,(s, t,, n) such that for every t % t, there 
exists t, = ?.+(E, t,, n, t) B t with 
where D, = [Z], D,* = [J], and A, is a subset (even empty) of {.Zc Z: 
4Pcu)> P,,“V)) <El. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that F satisfies (F) and (S/N)*, the sequence 
((Pfv #n))neN A-conoerges to (p,,, do) and (#,), is equi-BV, and the 
W-integral BC jM F( p,,, 4,) exists for every* ME {I} v A and n E N, then 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we can suppose that the term on the 
left-hand side is tinite and that it is equal to the lim, _ m BC jA F( p,,, d,,), 
where ((P,, &)LN denotes a suitable subsequence of the given one. Let 
V,, > 0 be such that sup, a 0 I’(#,)< V,- 1 and H=max(V,, sup F/Kx S,). 
Let O<&<H be fixed. 
Given any (k,, x0) E Kx S,, let po=&ko, x,; .5/4H) be the number 
furnished by (S/N)*. Note that the open balls B”((k,, x,); p,/2) constitute 
a cover of the compact set K x S, ; thus they admit a finite subcover whose 
centres and radius we denote by (ki, xi), pi, i= 1, . . . . r. 
Now let ui= a,(k,, xi; E/~H) be the corresponding coefficients given by 
(S/N)*; note that, analogously to step (1) of the proof of Proposition 3.1, 
we can prove that sup, <i< r (la, 11 < 2H. 
Let US consider CT = min(pi/2, i = 1, . . . . r, &/lOH). Moreover let t, = tl(~) 
be such that, for every t $ t, 
(1) 1 F( PO(Z), #o(Z)) 
IEDr 
-BC s F(Po, 40) 2 -f, Il4o(~)ll <VII. *A r 
Now let to 9 l1 be the elements given by (A) in correspondence with CT and 
t, and let D,, = [II, . . . . I,.,]. Moreover we denote by (mn)nsN the sub- 
sequence corresponding to r~ and t, , and for every n E N let t, = tn(cr, t,, n) 
be given by (A). 
‘See [3g] for a general existence condition 
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Let t2 = t2(.s, to, n) be such that, for every t P t2 and ZE D,,, 
(2) BC j,F(p,., An.) - c JED,,JCI Fbm,(J)~ hnn(J))’ -&
without loss of generality we can also suppose that 
We fix any t 9 (t,, t2) and denote by t, = t,(a, t,, n, t)4 t the last element 
furnished by (A). If D,. = [.Z] we have then 
where Z, c (Jc I: d( p,,(Z), p,,(Z)) < c}. 
Observe that, for every IED,,,, the point (p,(Z), q$,(Z)/ll&,(Z)II) belongs to 
an open ball of the finite subcover, whose index we denote by i,. Note that, 
for every n E N, we have 
+C 
[ 
1 FtPm,(J)~ 4mn(4))- 1 Caip 4mntJ)) 
I JCI JEAI 1 
+ C C <ai,7 #mn(4> - Cai,9 40tz)) 
I JEA 1 
+ C CCai,7 40(z))-F(PO(z)Y $O(z))l 
I 
By the non-negativity of F we can deduce that s1 2 0; and from (2) it 
follows that s2 > -s/5. 
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Since d@,,JJ), p,(Z)) < o < p,/2 for every JE fI, then d(p,,$), (k,, xi,)) <P,, 
and therefore from (S/N)* and (3) we deduce that 
CF(Pmn(4, drnn(4) - Cai,3 Im,(4 > 1 
I JEA, 
Furthermore from (4) it follows that 
Finally by (S/N)* and (1) we have 
and 
E 
s,>, --. 
5 
Thus from (5) it follows that, for every n E N, 
BC] 
A 
F(P,,,~,~,,)-BC j F(Po,~o)> -ET 
*A 
which proves the announced result. 
Remark 4.3. Theorem 4.2 holds without the assumption of equi- 
boundedness of (d,), a o, if we suppose that do is BV and F satisfies (S/N). 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.2 and Proposition 3.1 we 
have the following semicontinuity result for the non-parametric W-integral. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that f satisfies (fr), (f,), and (s/n), the sequence 
(( Pn7 (L hl)),, N A-converges to (po, (no, 40)) ad ((A,, 4n))nGN is ewi- 
BV, and the W-integral BC j,,, I, f( p,, d,,/Jn,) exists3, for every ME {I} v A 
and all n E N ; then 
Remark4.5. If F(k,x)>,Cllxll or f(k,x)a -I+C (1x11, with ~~0, 
3 See [3h] for general conditions assuring this assumption. 
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k E K, x E W’, then the assumption of equiboundedness of (4n)na0 can be 
removed in Theorem 4.2 or 4.4, respectively. 
Remark 4.6. Observe that if the sequence ((p,, &))nro is such that 
(1) (PJ”20 satisfies the condition 
given E > 0 and t, E T there exist t,, = t,,(E, tr) P tr and ti = fi(s, tr) 
such that, for every n > 3, there exists t2 = tZ(&, t,, n) such that, 
for every t $ t,, there exists t, = t3(s, tl, n, t) % t with 
where D,, = [Z] and D, = [J]; 
and 
(2) (44Jnzo satisfies the condition 
given E > 0 there exists t, = t,(s) such that, for every to 9 t, there 
exists fi =$E, to) such that, for every n > fi there exists 
t2 = tZ(&, to, n) such that for every t $ t, 
40(Z) - c c-w) <&9 
JCI /I 
where D,, = [Z] and D, = [.Z]; 
then (p,, 4,) A-converges to (pO, do). 
Moreover, note that, under the convergence assumptions adopted in 
[3e] on the sequences (P,,),,>,~ and (#,JnPO, Conditions (1) and (2) above 
are verified. Therefore, the results of the present paper improve the semi- 
continuity theorem proved in [3e] (see Remark 4.3). 
Remark 4.7. Again, upon A-convergence, we observe that if (4”)” .0 
satisfies the assumptions 
(3) 4,(Z) --, do(Z) for every If2 {I>, 
(4) the functions (#n)nao are equi-quasi additive (see [5a]), 
then Condition (2) of Remark 4.6 is satisfied. 
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5. APPLICATIONS 
5.1. The Weighted W-Integral over a BV Curve 
Let kLo be a sequence of BV curves x,: [a, b] + RP such that 
x, + x,, pointwise almost everywhere and supnro V*(x,) = V, E R, where 
V* denotes the generalized variation. 
Let (Y,),,~ and (YnLao be two sequences of continuous functions, 
y,: [a,b]-+Rq, Y,: [a,b]-+lR+ with min Y, > 0, n 2 0, such that yn -+ y, 
and Y, -+ Y,, uniformly. 
We denote by E the set of points t E [a, 61 which are of essential con- 
tinuity for the curves (x,),~~ and such that x,(t) +x0(t). As is well 
known, [a, b] \E is a set of measure zero. Let {Z} be the family of all the 
closed sub-intervals of [a, b] whose end-points belong to E and let 5@ be 
the collection of all the finite systems of the type D = [Z,, . . . . Z,] with 
Zie {I} and UyZi= [a,, ~1~+r 1. We consider the mesh function 6 : 9 + II2 + 
defined by 6(D) = max{ (a, -a), (b - CI~+ I)r lZ[, ZE D}, which makes ~2 a 
directed set. 
Let e, . e2: Rp x [wq --, R” denote a bilinear form such that I/e, . e,/I < 
L lIeI 11 lie2 11 with L > 0, e, E Rp, e2 E Rq. 
Let pn: {I} +R”, n>O, be a sequence of functions such that 
p,(Z) E w x,(Z). Moreover, if we denote by i: [a, b] + [a, b] the identity 
map, let P,: {I} + Rn+‘, n 2 0, be such that P,(Z) E W (i, x,)(Z). Finally we 
denote by 1,6~ : {I} + R” and 2, : {I} + R +, n 2 0, the sequence of the 
interval functions defined by 
&I(4 = A.w). 4nV) = MB) - x,(co) .4nVL 
&V) = I4 Q,(Z) = (B - Co Q”(Z) if I= [a, /?I, 
where q”(Z) E y,(Z) and Q,(Z) E Y,(Z) are arbitrarily chosen. 
LEMMA 5.1. The sequence (4,),, E N A-converges to do and the sequence 
(L hA,, WI A-converges to (A,, &). 
Proof: Let E > 0 be fixed and let M > 0 be such that 
SUP Il(Y0, Ydll GM. 
We fix D, = [II, . . . . I,,,] E: 9, Z, = [ai, cli+ ,] such that4 
(1) M(Yo, Yo),z)<min ( &,& . 0 > 
4 w( ., I) denotes the oscillation over I 
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Then we denote E = Z(E, D,) such that for every n > fi 
t2) Ilxn(ai)-xO(ai)ll < 
& 
8LM(N+ 1)’ 
i= 1, . . . . N+ 1. 
Without loss of generality we can suppose also that for every n > fi 
(3) sup Il(Y,, y,)(t)-(Yo, h)(t)ll <en 
f~ Co,bl 
Now let D = [J] E 9 be a refinement-extension f D,. Then from (l), (2), 
and (3) we have 
(4) c I) c &l(J)~ q,(J) - &40 .40(0 
IcDn Jcl /I 
d ,,c, ,c, L II~X”V)II ll4,V) - 4oU)ll 
0 = 
+ c L Ilso(~)ll IlhIv)-~x,u)lI 
IEDO 
+ 2LM(N+ l)& E 
<LVo E+E 
8LV0 8LV,, 8LM(N+ 1) =2 
and 
(4)’ c (1 c I4 QM- I4 QoU, 
IsDo Jcl I/ 
6 ,FD, J;I I4 IQM - QdOl 
which concludes the proof. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that x,, is continuous and BV. Then the sequence 
((Pm 4J)nsN A-converges to (pO, &,), and the sequence ((p,; A,, dn))nGN 
A-converges to ( pO; ,I,,, $,,). 
Proof: Let E > 0 be fixed. If M> 0 is such that sup I[( Y,, y,,)\l< M, we 
denote by E= min(s/4, &/12LV,,, e/8(b - a), e2/16LMVo, &‘/16MV,). 
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Let 0 <g = g(c) < E be such that5 
(1) 4(Yo, 4’01 x0), Z)<E for every ZE {I} with 111 < CJ. 
We fix Do=[Z i, .,., I,,,] E 9, Zi = [ai, ai+ ,I, with 6(D) < 0. Following the 
proof of Theorem 1 in [S], we see that a subsequence (kn)ncN and a 
number 0 <v < 4VO/c exist such that, for every ZE Do, with the exception 
of at most v intervals Z, we have 
(2) %&P”~ 1) < $> ne N. 
Let D,* c D, be the subset of all the intervals in which (2) holds. We 
denote by fi = ii(s, Do) an integer such that for every n > fi 
t3) IIxkntai) -xO(ai)ll < 
E 
24(N+ 1)LM’ 
i= 1, . ..) N+ 1. 
Without loss of generality we can also suppose that for every n > fi 
(4) sup II( Ln9 h,)W - ( Yoy Y~)WII < min 
IE Ca,bl 
Now let D = [J] be a refinement-extension f Do. Obviously 6(D) < d(D,). 
Let ZE D$ be fixed and choose A,= {.Z: Jc Z>. In fact from (1) (2), and 
(3), for n > fi, we have that 
IIPk”V) - poml G I4 + %SAXk,> 4 + 4x0,4 + IIXkn(4 - XO(~i)ll 
From (4), (1) and (3) we have 
(5) c 11 c Ax,,(J) . q/+,(J) - Ax,(z) . qoV) 
IsD; JcI 
6 ,,c, 
d 
,;, L IlhJJ)II llac,V) - qoU)ll 
+ c L ll~o(~)ll Il4,,(0 - AxoU)ll 
IED< 
5 o( ., I) and meSS( ., I) denote the oscillation and the essential oscillation over I, respectively. 
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and 
(5)’ c / c I4 Q,c,V) - I4 PO(Z)/ < c 1 I.4 IQ,&0 - Qo(4l 
IED; JcI IED; JcI 
If ZE DO\D~ we take A, = 0, from (1 ), 
(6) c II&d4 .q,,(Z)ll <LMvw(x,, I)< Lkff$‘~<; 
I E Do\D; 
(6)’ ,,;,, III Q,(Z,G4~~(Da)i+<~ 
0’ 
From (5), (5)‘, (6), and (6)’ the conclusion follows. 
As an application of Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 and by force of Lemma 5.2 
(see also [3g, h] for the existence of the W-integral), we have the following 
semicontinuity theorems. 
THEOREM 5.3. Suppose that F: Kx R” + W,+, with Kc Iwr compact, 
satisfies (S/N)*, and 
(F,) F is continuous in Kx S,, 
(F2) F(k, tx) = tF(k, x), t > 0, (k, x) E K x R”. 
Let x,: [a, b] + K, n E N, be a sequence of BV curves and let x0: [a, b] + K 
be a continuous BV curve such that sup, a ,, V*(x,) E 58 and x, -+ x0 pointwise 
almost everywhere; let y,: [a, b] + Rq, n 2 0, be a sequence of continuous 
functions such that y, --) y, uniformly. Then 
lim BC s F(p.,Ax,.q&BC j. F( PO, Ax, . qo). R’cc Ca.bl To, bl 
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose that f: K x IW’ + R:, with KC lRr+ ’ compact, 
satisfies (f,), (f2), and (s/n). Let x,: [a, b] + !Rr, n E N, be a sequence of BV 
curves and let x0: [a, b] -+ Rp be a continuous BV curve such that 
graph x, c K, n 2 0, supnao V*(x,) E R, and x, --i x0 pointwise almost 
everywhere; let y,: [a, b] + UP, n 2 0, be a sequence of continuous functions 
such that yn --f y. uniformly. Then 
409/144/l-14 
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Remark 5.5. Note that, in the case of an integrand which does not 
depend on the curve explicitly, Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 can be improved by 
considering x0 E BV (not necessarily continuous) by force of Lemma 2.1. In 
this way we get a generalization of the well-known result [la, 2, lo] 
proved for the weighted generalized variation (see also [3e], Remark 4.5, 
[3f], and Section 5.2). 
However, in the general case, Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 may fail if we 
remove the continuity assumption on x0, as the following example shows. 
For further results on this argument see also [3i]. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. Let x,: [0,3] --) IR, n B 0, be the sequence of functions 
defined by 
0, te LO, 1c 
x,(t) = c, tE CL 2c, 
c + d, tE c2,31 
0, tE co, 1c 
cn(t - I), 
c + d, tE 2+‘3 [ 1 n’ 
with c, dE rW,+, and let F: [0, c + d] x Iw --) lRl be the integrand 
F(k, x) = (c-k) I-4 ke CO, cl, XEIR 
Jic-clxl, kE]c,c+d], XEIW. 
We consider pO: {I} + IR! defined by p,(Z) = c1 inf ess x,/Z+ (1 -a) 
sup ess x0/Z with c1 E [0, 1 ] (see [ 3g]) and, as usual, let pn : {Z} + [w be 
such that p,(Z)~x,(l), nE N, ZE {I}. 
Observe that W(x,) exists, for every n 2 0, and it is (see also [3g]) 
W(x,) = UC* + fi d312, W(x.)=~+~d”“,nsN. 
Thus lim, _ Q) W(x,)2 W(x,) if and only if 
(*) ;+fd3~2.ac2+&d3/2. 
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Note that if c = 0, then (*) holds for 5/9 <ad 1; while if d= 0, then (*) 
holds for 0 6 a < l/2. More generally the set of solutions of (*) is always a 
proper sub-set of [0, 11. In other words, we cannot find two values c > 0 
and d > 0 such that (*) is satisfied for every a E [0, 11. 
Remark 5.7. Note that, as Boni already observed in the case of the 
weighted variation (see [la, Sect. 3]), in general the assumption of uniform 
convergence on ( y,), > 0 cannot be weakened even in the case of a sequence 
of continuous BV curves (x,),,~ which converges uniformly. For the 
assumption of equiboundedness of (x,),~,,, see Remark 4.5. 
5.2. The Weighted Multiple W-Integral over a BV Surface 
Let (zLO be a sequence of BV surfaces z, : R,, = [a,, b,,] x [ cO, d,] + Iw 
such that z, + z,, pointwise almost everywhere and sup,, a 0 V*(z,) = I’,, E [w, 
where I’* denotes the global generalized variation (see [3b]). 
Let gb: R0 --* [w, n 3 0, i = 1,2,3, be three sequences of continuous 
functions, with min gz > 0, such that gi -+ gb uniformly, i = 1,2, 3. 
Let E, c ]u,,, b,[ be the set of the points X such that (see [3a]) 
jz M-f - 0, Y) - z,G + 0, y)l dy f 0 and lim,,,, j$ Iz,(X + 0, y) - 
z,(X f 0, y)l dy # 0, where z,(X f 0, y) = lim ess, _ ,,* z,(s, y), for n 2 0. 
Let E, c ]cO, d,,[ be analogous and denote by S = {(x, y) E R,: x E E, or 
ye E,}. As is well known, S has null measure. 
Let (R} be the family of all the rectangles R= [a, /l] x [y, S] c R, 
whose sides intersect S in sets of linear measure zero and let Z% be 
the collection of all the finite systems D = [R] such that U RE D R = i?. 
We denote by 6:g+Iw+ the mesh function defined by 6(D)= 
max{mis(R,\R), diam(R), RED}. 
Let p,, : {R} + lF@, 4, = ($!p 4:): {R} + R2, andI,:{R}+IW+,n>O,be 
the sequence of functions defined by p,(R) E R arbitrarily chosen, 4:(R) = 
q!JR) j-4 Cz,(b - 0, Y) - ~,(a + 0, ~11 dy, d;(R) = q;(R) j: [z,,(x, d-0) - 
z,(x, c + 011 dx, and UR) = q:(R) 14, where q:(R) E g:(R) is arbitrarily 
chosen, i = 1,2,3, IRI denotes the area of R, and R = [a, b] x [c, d]. 
LEMMA 5.8. The sequence ((p,; A,, #n)),, N A-converges to (pO; A,, do). 
Proof: Let E > 0 be fixed and let H > 0 be such that 
supll( g’, g’, g3)11 <H. Let D, E 9 be a fixed system with lJRED,, R = i? and 
let & be its refinement obtained by extending all the sides of the RED, 
until the sides of i?,. Thus b, is a partition of &, which can be identified 
by the two sets of points (a,, . . . . aN} c [a,, b,] and ( y , , . . . . y,} c [c,, do]. 
Now let E = fi(s, Do) E N be such that for every n > ii 
(1) J” lZ,,(ai+O, y)-dai+O, ~11 dy<kH i = 1, . . . . N 
co 
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and 
bo 
Iz,(x, Y,+o)-zo(x~ Yj+o)l dX<kH j= 1, . . . . M, 
47 
and moreover 
(2) SUP II g!& Y) - gk(4 YNI <min (X,Y)ERO (&,&) 1=1,&J. 
We consider D = [r] E 9 which is a refinement-extension of D,, and, for 
every RED,, put A,= {r: r c R}. Then from (I) and (2) follows 
(3) 1 / c 4w4R)l 
REDO rcR 
< 5 f H[J”” IZ,(ai+l-09 Y)--Zo(ai+1-03 Y)ldY 
i=l j=l YI 
+ I ‘+’ Jz,(ai+O, y)-Zo(Cti+O, y)l dy YJ 1 
E 
<;+MNH- 
E E 
6MNH+6=?’ 
and analogously for 4:. Finally, for (2), we have 
(4) c 1 C A,(r) - i,(R)/ < c 
REDO rcR 
c I4 Id(r) -q;(R)1 <;, 
REDO rcR 
which concludes the proof, 
The following semicontinuity result can be proved as a consequence of 
Theorem 4.4 and by force of Lemma 5.8 (see also [3h] for the existence of 
the W-integral). 
THEOREM 5.9. Suppose that f: R. x [w2 --, i&J, with R. = [a,, b,] x 
[co, doI, satisJies VI 1, (fd, ad (s/n). 
Let (z,,LbO, 2,: & --) [w, be a sequence of equi-BV surfaces such that 
z, + z. almost everywhere. 
Let (gnL,O, g,= (d, g:, d>: Ro+ R3 be a sequence of continuous 
functions, with min gz > 0, n B 0, such that g, + go uniformly. 
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Then 
Remark 5.10. See Remark 4.5 for the equiboundedness assumption. 
5.3. The W-Integral Depending on the Differential Elements 
of the Second Order 
In [3d] we introduced a Weierstrass-type integral for integrands 
depending on the differential elements of the second order, over regular 
curves; we proved the existence result and a Tonelli-type theorem compar- 
ing the W-integral and the corresponding Lebesgue functional. We recall 
that the integrals of the calculus of variations depending on differential 
elements of superior order were introduced and studied by Cinquini 
[9a, b] and his school. Our representation result shows that, in the case of 
differential elements of the second order, the W-integral and the Lebesgue 
functional coincide over regular curves x = (x1, x2, x3) such that x’(s) = 
(x;(s), x;(s), x;(s)) is AC, where s is the arch length parameter; i.e., the 
Weierstrass functional is an extension to regular curves of Cinquini’s 
integral. 
Now we wish to give a lower semicontinuity theorem for the W-integral 
over regular curves, as an application of the general result of Section 4. 
. Let (x,),,~~ x,. [a,, b,] -P OX*, be a sequence of regular curves, i.e., x: 
is continuous and BV and [lx;(t)11 #O, t E [a,, b,]. We recall that the 
W-integral is independent of any parameterization of the curve, such that 
the curve is regular [3d]. Thus we can choose a suitable parameter. First 
we denote by xz: [O, L,] + Iw”, n 2 0, the representation of each curve x, 
with respect o its arc-length parameter. 
We suppose that x, converges to x0 (shortly x, +* x0) in the following 
sense (see [9a, b]): 
for every n E N there exists a C’ function 6,: [0, L,] + [0, L,] 
such that o,(O) = 0, o,(L,) = L,, and a: + 1, x:0 IJ” + xt, and 
XZ’ 0 cm + xz’ uniformly on [0, L,]. 
Moreover we suppose that V(xz’ 0 c”) < V0 E R, n > 0. 
We denote by 0:: [O, L,] + [ -l7/2,Z7/2] the angle of the tangential 
direction of XII, n 3 0. As is well known (see [ 13b, 9a]), 0: is continuous 
and BV and moreover 19: 0 0, -+ 0: uniformly on [0, L,] and L, + L,. 
Now we denote by y, = x! 0 on and 8, = 0: 0 (T,, n > 0. Note that yj, + x8’ 
uniformly on [0, Lc,]. 
Let {I} be the family of all closed sub-intervals of [0, L,] and let G@ be 
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the collection of all the finite partitions of [0, L,], directed by the usual 
mesh function 6(D) = max{ 111, ZE D}. 
We consider the interval functions pn : {I} -+ R”, d,,: {I) -+ R, and 
A: {I} --+ R+ defined by (see [3d]) p,(Z) = (y,(s,), yL(s,)), where S,EZ is 
arbitrarily chosen, 
/l(Z)= 111 =s*-sl, ifZ= [s,,s,],n>O. 
LEMMA 5.10. The sequence ((p,,; ;1,4,)),,, N A-converges to (pO; 2, do) 
and (c$~),,~~ is equi-BV. 
Proof Let 0 <h < 1 be such that 2h < llx8’(s)ll, s E [0, L,]. Let 0 <E < h 
be fixed and let ii = E(E) be an integer such that for every n > fi and every 
SE [0, L,] we have 
(1) la;(s)- 11 <E 
Il4m - Ynb)ll <E 
llxm - vXs)ll < 6 
h3& 
where E=- 
8J5 v,’ 
with sup V(yL) = V,, < + 00. 
n 
From (1) it follows that for every n > ii and s E [0, L,] 
(2) lly;(s)ll > Ilxb(s)ll - E2 2h - E> h > 0. 
From (2) it follows that for every n > ii and s E [0, L,] 
1 1 1 1 
(3) jjqipi 
and 
Ilxb(s)ll% 
Note that from the proof of Proposition 1 of [3d] we have that 
(4) IA~,U)l G 4 45 IlAN)ll min 4G 3, csIll G - 
I R 
h IlAvX~)ll~ 
Thus from (4) and (3) it follows that (d,Jna,, is equi-BV. 
Now let D,= [Zr, . . . . INI, Zi= [si, si+r], i= 1, . . . . N, be a partition of 
[IO, L,] such that 
(5) m,ax [w(x~, I), 0(x:‘, Z)] <E 
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and let r? = $E, Do) be such that for every n > n’ 
(6) Ien - eZ(Si)l <2(N”t 1)’ i = 1, . . . . N+ 1. 
Now let D = [J] be a refinement of Do. Then for every n > G, if JC Z, from 
(3), (l), and (5) we have 
(7) 
1 
m;lnm--in 
1 
J IlYk(J)ll 
1 1 
= Il4’wll- IlYX~J*)Il 
~ IlYl(G943~:)ll <E+44’9 I)<& 
2h2 2h2 h2 ’ 
Note that, for every n > n’ and JC Z, from (1) and (5) we have 
and 
Ilx;‘(s,) - y;(s,)ll < 0(x;‘, I) + E < 28; 
thus, taking d,= {J: .Zc Z}, from (3), (6) (7), and (4) we have 
GE #j(Z)- c de,(J) 
1 
I JCI “;‘“m 
+c c wnm 
1 1 
I JCI mln--,:n IIy;(s))) ; Il4’(4ll 
<iyi’ Ien(@(Si)l +;Ex pen( 
r=l J 
l 8JG E<& d G+T 0 ( > 19 
which completes the proof. 
As an application of Theorem 4.4 and by force of Lemma 5.10 (see also 
[3d] for the existence of the W-integral) we have the following semicon- 
tinuity result. 
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THEOREM 5.11. Suppose that f: K, x K, x R2 + Rc, with Ki c R2, 
i= 1, 2, and K, x K, compact, satisfies (f,), (f2), (s/n), and f(K,, .,x) is 
positively homogeneous of degree one, k, E K,, x E I%‘. 
Let (x,J,~~, x,: [a,, b,l+ R*, b e a sequence of equi-BV regular curves 
such that x,( [a,,, b,]) c K,, xi( [a,, b,]) c K,, and x, +T x0. 
Then 
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